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In his response to our article on racial bias in the
Ultimatum Game (Kubota, Li, Bar-David, Banaji, & Phelps,
2013), Arkes (a) says that White participants’ earnings
data provide a more positive outlook of how race affects
economic decisions (compared with the data from the
total sample), (b) provides a different speculation for the
response-latency findings, (c) argues that excluding rational responders and using logistic fitting was inadvisable,
and (d) emphasizes that the effects we observed were
small (Arkes, 2015). We argue that Arkes has misinterpreted some results, misunderstood our research aim, and
failed to acknowledge the importance of small effects.

Arkes’s advised strategy of reporting data from only
55% of the original sample is questionable. If effects are
weaker for any smaller subsample than for the total sample, that is to be expected because of reduced power.1
We reported the result that all groups of participants
showed the same pattern, which added to our confidence
in the generalizability and robustness of the findings.
The single and most important result remains: Race of
the target influenced decisions whether to financially
punish the target, even when such use of race came at a
personal financial cost.

Response Latency

White Participants’ Earnings
Although rejecting more offers from Black than from
White proposers did not result in White participants
earning different amounts from offers of Black versus
White proposers, White participants showed significant
or marginal effects of the proposer’s race on all other
measures (acceptance rate: p = .138; slope: p = .033;
point of indifference: p = .049; response latency: p < .01;
effect of IAT score in hierarchical modeling: p = .055).
The nonsignificant effects were of the same magnitude
as, and directionally similar to, the effects in the overall
sample. Arkes imposes a hypothesis of effects in small
subsamples separated by race or ethnicity, but we never
implied such a hypothesis.
Members of disadvantaged groups are known to hold
negative implicit attitudes about their own group (Nosek,
Banaji, & Greenwald, 2002). For this reason, one should
not a priori exclude participants on the basis of race. It is,
of course, theoretically interesting to analyze data separated by participants’ racial group, as we did, finding that
White participants showed the same pattern as the overall sample.

Arkes offers a different prediction for the reaction time
and logistic-model-fitting results, suggesting that participants should respond slower and have greater sensitivity
to offer amounts if they are considering the Black proposer’s offer. We derived our predictions from established
theory and research on impression formation showing
that individuals take more time when considering individuating information than when considering social-group
information (e.g., Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000). Our
interpretation that participants responded slower to White
proposers and were more flexible when considering their
offer amounts is in line with extant research on individuated processing. We suggest that participants may have
spent more time responding to what were perceived to be
uncharacteristic, unfair offers from White proposers.
There are, quite surely, many additional speculations
about this result that future work will clarify. Arkes’s
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interpretation is no better or worse than any and, in this
moment, does not advance interpretation of these data.

Exclusion of Rational Responders and
Use of Logistic Model Fitting
In our original article, we were careful to emphasize the
a priori exclusion criteria (see the Supplemental Material).
The criteria were set on the basis of factors that we
assume obscure important effects, as do other researchers, and our a priori interest was in participants who
rejected offers so that we could determine whether the
race of the proposer moderates rejection. Moreover,
rational or anomalous responding results in outlier
z-scored points of indifference and slopes, and including
these data in the model fitting would be misleading (see
Sokol-Hessner et al., 2009, and Stanley, Sokol-Hessner,
Banaji, & Phelps, 2011, for examples of excluding participants on the basis of imprecise parameter estimation).
It is Arkes’s personal view that logistic model fitting is
unimportant to these analyses. We simply reiterate that
logistic function fitting allowed us to attribute participants’ behavior to two separate components: sensitivity
toward offers (slope) and the indifference point between
accepting and rejecting offers (point of indifference).
Counting the money gained or lost confounds these components, obscuring the contributing psychological factor,
particularly when these components oppose each other.
Arkes’s reanalysis of our data using money gained supports our conclusions that the race of the proposer affects
decision making in the Ultimatum Game. Arkes found
that “across all 49 subjects, the difference was 3.57¢ per
trial, which was significant in a statistical sense, t(48) =
2.40, p = .02, 95% confidence interval = [0.58¢, 6.56¢],
ω2 = .029,” such that participants lost money by rejecting
Black proposers’ offers more than White proposers’
offers. We thank him for affirming the result we obtained.

Magnitude of the Effects
Arkes notes the small effects. Indeed, when effect sizes in
predicting an outcome are small (e.g., the relationship of
A’s test scores to A’s professional success), their smallness
is taken as evidence of the weakness of predictive power.
But when the purpose of scientific research concerns the
behavior of large groups, even very small effect sizes
have significance. Rosenthal (1990) supplied the example
of aspirin’s role in reducing heart attacks: A correlation of
.035 translated to hundreds of lives saved for every 10,000
people with high risk of suffering a heart attack (see
Greenwald, Banaji, & Nosek, 2014, for a more recent
treatment of the importance of small effects).
It is imperative to proceed cautiously given the correlational nature of these data. Although we found a relationship

between implicit race attitudes and acceptance rates, this
relationship was weak. Its interpretation, therefore, is of
interest to the extent that it is consistent with a large and
varied set of studies showing exactly the same relationship in stronger form (Agerström & Rooth, 2011; Castelli,
Zogmaister, & Tomelleri, 2009; Green et al., 2007;
Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009;
McConnell & Leibold, 2001; Penner et al., 2010; Pérez,
2010; Rooth, 2010; Sabin, Nosek, Greenwald, & Rivara,
2009; Ziegert & Hanges, 2005). In addition, a growing
number of studies in real-world settings have shown that
implicit attitudes and beliefs can predict real-world behaviors from job selection to voting (see Greenwald, 2012).

Conclusion
The purpose of our investigation was to shed light on the
role of the proposer’s race in the decision whether to
reject an unfair monetary offer. Arkes’s personal interest
in the White-only sample raises a legitimate question
whether Whites are less biased than other groups, and
this question is deserving of its own data gathering with
substantive samples. As presented, his reanalysis supports our original conclusions. We thank Arkes for his
interest in our work and remind readers that the claims in
the original article hold as stated.
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